AREAS OF USE
Offices, Schools,
Shopping centers

Waste collection cabinet in wood with continuous bag system.

Saclò Cabinet Office
Thanks to the innovative continuous bag system,
you will have the following advantages:

HYGIENIC
No contact with waste!

EFFICIENCY
50% less time to change the bag.

PRACTICALITY
Unrivalled practicality in bag change.

ECO-FRIENDLY
70% less plastic.

CUSTOMIZABLE GRAPHICS

LARGE
Equivalent to 3 traditional bags.

AVAILABLE IN WOOD OR STEEL

2 OR 3 HOLE VERSION

Wood Cabinet 3 hole

Steel Cabinet 3 hole

Mini refill

width: 102 cm (70 cm 2 hole)
height: 100 cm
depth: 38 cm
material: wood

width: 114 cm (77 cm 2 hole)
height: 106 cm
depth: 43 cm
material: steel

length: 60 m
diameter: 357 mm
material: 3-layer polyethylene
colors:

CONTINUOUS BAG SYSTEM - HOW IT WORKS?
The Saclò continuous bag system is based on a special “endless” bag
(up to 110 metres long) which is unrolled, closed and cut every time the
operator has to throw away the trash.
When one bag is closed, the next is immediately ready to use!

1. FILL

2. SEAL

3. CUT

BAG
REPLACEMENT

25 sec.

Waste collection cabinet in wood with continuous bag system.

Saclò Cabinet Office
Description
Elegant and effective, it goes well in commercial areas and in the common areas of offices and public places (e.g.
schools, hospitals or institutions), Cabinet Office is perfect to make separate waste collection easier, keeping the
surrounding area clean and tidy. The Cabinet Office is available in wood and in the steel version.
Consisting of a solid construction, this cabinet can be adjusted as needed: 2, 3 or 4 holes according to the types of
waste to be sorted (e.g. paper, plastic, unsorted and organic). Collection through the continuous bag will allow the
cleaners to seal and cut the bag according to the amount needed, thus eliminating useless waste of plastic and
above all taking half the time to change the bag compared to the traditional system.
The graphic customisation of Cabinet Office is an excellent feature for companies that love to stand out, promoting
respect for the environment through their visual language.
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